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"Despite being a segment synonymous with power and
style, consumers have seemingly lost interest in luxury

vehicles. Generally speaking, consumers struggle to see
luxury vehicles as good quality, even if they’re made with

superior materials. And when it comes to classifying what
makes a luxury vehicle, the brand of the automaker no

longer carries any weight."
- Hannah Keshishian, Automotive Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

When looking at luxury auto sales from the past five years, most luxury automakers are experiencing a
sales decline (see US Vehicles Sales Brand Performance). The allure of owning a luxury vehicle has
seemed to lose its appeal for consumers. Car buyers are looking for vehicles that suit their lifestyle as
opposed to buying a car for utilitarian needs. If luxury automakers want to rebuild their relationship
with consumers and grow their sales numbers, they first have to understand where they’re coming
from, what in their minds is the new definition of luxury, and then be open to new target
demographics.
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Figure 20: Luxury brand good value perception, by net worth, may 2019

Luxury automakers have an opportunity among young female consumers
Figure 21: Stylish luxury automakers, by gender and age, may 2019

Figure 22: High performance luxury automakers, by gender, may 2019

Price determines what consumers consider to be a “luxury”
Figure 23: Luxury determining factors, may 2019

While most A/HNW consumers prefer “the finer things”…
Figure 24: Luxury car consideration, having nice things, by net worth, may 2019

…but almost half don’t feel they can afford a luxury vehicle
Figure 25: Luxury car affordability, may 2019

Whereas suburban consumers agree luxury vehicles fit within their budget
Figure 26: Luxury car affordability, may 2019

Young consumers seek luxury vehicles as a way to impress others
Figure 27: Luxury car affordability, may 2019

Parents who say they drive a lot are attracted to luxury vehicles
Figure 28: Luxury car affordability, may 2019

Jaguar primarily popular among middle-aged consumers
Figure 29: Lexus brand attribute, by age, May 2019

Figure 30: Lexus brand attribute, by gender, May 2019

Figure 31: Jaguar, Facebook ad, September 2019
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